
tneir bents and their experience of themselves and their 
and each other and Mcgill. subjects

jOu /ill know from the Army the terrible clash of psycholog
ical climate, the barely suppressed attitudes that often obtain 
between men after long waiting and after long putting up with 
each other. You know what junior men may often feel about a man 

in charge of a routine position, the feeling they have that 
A or B or 0 continues responsible will likely $o through the devil

I could mention by name two or three men round that 
the table( and you will know at once the men I meanJ who think 
that things are $11 blocked aobve them, through the professor of

^pd you know of the many severe antagonisms in that have occured in Mcgill,$<; one case the prin
ciple simply took two men into his office and made them and there 
shake hands. The present professor of English yax used to say 
for example that he had all along the most serious kind of 
trouble with his aimable predecessors.

Dr MoÜse used to tell me that he got on with his men by 
giving each one of then freedom to develop in its own way. Some 

us often felt that these^people put on special courses that were not perhaps desirable, but all this was inevitable. On the 
whole I have tried to use the method of Dr Moise by letting the men in my department levelop^sin their own wav. Freedom seemed 
tome an essential party of University life. And Mogill has a 
reputation for freedom in his teaching that is one of greatest assets. <-4
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Years ago when Dr H . refused to do psychology, as not oaring 
for it, I told the principal that psychology was necessary and would have to be provided fori He of course knev. the thing only 
in the old way. Through my influence with Sir William MacDonald 
a grant was made for psychology, the MacDonald fund. He came
up to me in the street one day and offered it to me after the talk 
I had with him. Hickson was quite unmoved by this, preferring 
his own critical work, although there was a professor of logic and metapshic namely professor Taylor. I wrote to Harvard and Dr T was mentioned. He came to us for something like 1250 dollars 

, and soon after his marriage began to find his pay inadquate. He 
taught well and tried many experimental things in the way of „ 
applied psychology. Some^pf these gave offence like circulars 
he send_$$ the psychology^advertising. Then he has been interes
ted in other things, mental Jests, the dream psychology ofRecently I know that under

crv'ô
Freud, social psychology and so on. 
social psychology he allowed men to examine the American belief 

, in prohibition and so on. He also will conduct a class in the
/ aTruI psychology of religion where not professing to know very muchI alwaysabout religion in and for itself And ^o on and^so or
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